
RL-CI4-END-ME 

RELIASTAR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

 

MAINE CERTIFICATE ENDORSEMENT 
for Group Critical Illness Insurance 

 
Your Certificate has been changed as follows.  Please keep this endorsement with your Certificate.  This 
endorsement is subject to all other terms of the Policy. 
 

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
The following are added after the TERMINATION OF COVERAGE provision: 
 

If your coverage ends due to a lapse or default on your part, your coverage may be reinstated on the 
basis that you suffered from a cognitive impairment or functional incapacity at the time of cancellation.  
You or someone authorized to act on your behalf must submit a request for reinstatement to us within 90 
days of cancellation along with medical proof, at your expense, that you suffered from a cognitive 
impairment or functional incapacity at the time of cancellation.  Within 15 days of our request, all 
premiums due from the date of cancellation must also be received by us in order to consider your request 
for reinstatement.  If we approve your request, your coverage will be reinstated at the same level as 
though the cancellation had not occurred. 
 

THIRD PARTY NOTICE 
You may designate an additional person to receive notice of any intent to terminate coverage.  You may 
change this designation at any time.  The form is available upon request from the Policyholder. 

 
 

II. EFFECTIVE DATE 
 
This endorsement is effective for you on or after the later of the following dates: 

 The Policy effective date. 

 The effective date of your insurance. 
 

      

       
Melissa A. O’Donnell 

Secretary 
 



RL-CI4-END-MA 

RELIASTAR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

 
 

MASSACHUSETTS CERTIFICATE ENDORSEMENT 
for Group Critical Illness Insurance 

 
 
Your Certificate has been changed as follows.  Please keep this endorsement with your 
Certificate.  This endorsement is subject to all other terms of the Policy. 
 

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
The following statements are added to the TERMINATION OF COVERAGE provision: 
 

If your employment ends, your coverage will continue under the Policy for a period of 31 
days unless during that period you are otherwise entitled to similar benefits.  Premium 
payment is required. 
 
If your employment is terminated due to a plant closing or a partial closing (as defined in 
section 71A of Chapter 151A, Massachusetts Statutes), your coverage will continue 
under the Policy for a period of 90 days unless during that period you are otherwise 
entitled to similar benefits.  Premium payment is required. 

 
 

II. EFFECTIVE DATE 
 
This endorsement is effective for you on or after the later of the following dates: 

 The Policy effective date. 

 The effective date of your insurance. 
 

      

       
Melissa A. O’Donnell 

Secretary 
 



RL-CI4-END-NH                                                                                      (rev. 8/19) 

RELIASTAR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

 

NEW HAMPSHIRE CERTIFICATE ENDORSEMENT 
for Group Critical Illness Insurance 

 
Your Certificate has been changed as follows.  Please keep this endorsement with your Certificate.  This 
endorsement is subject to all other terms of the Policy. 
 
 

I. DEFINITIONS 
 
If your Certificate contains a definition of Pre-Existing Condition, and the time period in that definition is more 
than 6 months, then the time period in that definition for you and any Covered Person is limited to 6 months. 
As it relates to your Children, congenital anomalies are not considered a Pre-Existing Condition. 
 

II. EXCLUSIONS 
 
If your Certificate and any riders contain a PRE-EXISTING CONDITION EXCLUSION, and the length of that 
exclusion is more than 6 months, then the length of that exclusion for you and any Covered Person is limited to 6 
months. 
 

III. CLAIMS 
 
If the PROOF OF CLAIM provisions in your Certificate and any riders indicate that there is a one year limit for 
providing proof of claim, then this statement does not apply to you. 
 

IV. CHILDREN’S CRITICAL ILLNESS RIDER 
 
If your Certificate includes a Children’s Critical Illness Rider, the definition of Child or Children is changed as 
follows: 
 

If the definition includes a maximum Child age of less than 26 years, then this maximum is changed to 26 
years. 
 
If the definition includes any requirements for full-time students over a certain age, then these 
requirements do not apply. 

 

V. EFFECTIVE DATE 
 
This endorsement is effective for you on or after the later of the following dates: 

 The Policy effective date. 

 The effective date of your insurance. 
 

      

       
Melissa A. O’Donnell 

Secretary 
 



R-08873MULTI                                                                                       Compass 

RELIASTAR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

 

SPOUSE ENDORSEMENT FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE RESIDENTS 
 
Your Certificate(s) and Spouse rider(s) have been changed as follows.  Please keep this endorsement with your 
Certificate(s).  This endorsement is subject to all other terms of the Policy. 
 
If your Certificate contains definitions of “You and Your” and “We, Us and Our”, then all references to “you” and 
“your” in this endorsement mean “You and Your” as defined in your Certificate, and all references to “we” and “us” 
and “our” in this endorsement mean “We, Us and Our” as defined in your Certificate. 
 

I. CONTINUATION FOLLOWING DIVORCE OR LEGAL SEPARATION 
If you divorce or legally separate, and the final decree of divorce or legal separation does not expressly prohibit 
continuation of coverage for your former Spouse, then your former Spouse can elect to continue Spouse 
coverage for a limited time.  The former Spouse must have been insured under our Policy as your Spouse on the 
date before the date of divorce or legal separation.  In order to continue coverage under this provision, the former 
Spouse has 30 days after the date of divorce or legal separation in which to make the election, pay the first 
premium, and provide us with the final decree of divorce or legal separation. 
 

When we put the former Spouse on continuation under this provision, the former Spouse becomes the owner of 
that Spouse coverage under the Policy.  All Spouse benefits are payable to the former Spouse.  Premiums will be 
billed directly to the former Spouse.  Continued premium payment is required to keep coverage in force.  The 
benefits and premium rates for Spouse coverage continued under this provision will remain the same as though 
the former Spouse were still eligible as your lawful Spouse.  Spouse coverage may not be increased. 
 

Spouse coverage continued under this provision will end on the earliest of the following: 

 The 3-year anniversary of the final decree of divorce or legal separation. 

 The date of the former Spouse’s remarriage. 

 The date of your remarriage. 

 The date the former Spouse dies. 

 The date you die. 

 The end date of coverage, if any, as provided by the final decree of divorce or legal separation. 

 The end of the period for which the former Spouse paid premiums, if the former Spouse stops making a 
required premium contribution, subject to the grace period. 

 The date the Policy terminates. 
 

If all of the following are true: 

 the former Spouse’s coverage was being continued under a similar provision of the Employer’s prior group 
policy that provided the same type of coverage as our Policy, 

 your coverage under the prior policy is replaced by coverage under our Policy, and 

 the former Spouse’s coverage under the prior policy stops due to the prior policy’s termination,  
then the former Spouse can elect to continue the Spouse coverage for the remainder of the time period described 
above while our Policy is in force.  The benefits, premium rates and all other terms for continued Spouse 
coverage are subject to the terms of our Policy.  In order to continue Spouse coverage, the former Spouse has 30 
days after your coverage effective date under our Policy in which to make the election, pay the first premium, and 
provide us with proof of their eligibility for continuation under the prior policy. 
 

II. EFFECTIVE DATE 
This endorsement is effective for you on or after the later of the following dates: 

 The Policy effective date. 

 The effective date of your insurance. 
 

      

       
Melissa A. O’Donnell 

Secretary 
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